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Contamination of graphene due to residues from nanofabrication often introduces background

doping and reduces electron mobility. For samples of high electronic quality, post-lithography

cleaning treatments are therefore needed. We report that mechanical cleaning based on contact

mode atomic force microscopy removes residues and significantly improves the electronic

properties. A mechanically cleaned dual-gated bilayer graphene transistor with hexagonal boron

nitride dielectrics exhibited a mobility of �36 000 cm2/Vs at low temperature. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3685504]

High electronic quality is demanded for many graphene

experiments1,2 but is not easily realized. Graphene samples

for electronic measurements are typically made with litho-

graphic methods. Lithography makes a myriad of devices

possible but always leaves resist residues behind. Making

contacts to graphene with shadow mask evaporation solves

this contamination issue, but this method has many draw-

backs concerning the flexibility of the fabrication process.

Hence cleaning after lithography is a crucial step towards

obtaining high electronic quality samples. There are different

methods at hand: chemical cleaning,3 thermal cleaning

(annealing in an oven),4,5 and current-induced cleaning.6,7

Each of these can be very useful but has its own limitations.

In this paper, we present an alternative cleaning method:

mechanical cleaning. Scanning a contact mode atomic force

microscope (CM AFM) tip over a graphene surface removes

residues, removes doping, and improves the electronic mo-

bility without damaging the graphene.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of this method for 4

bilayer graphene on hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) samples.

hBN flakes are deposited by mechanical exfoliation on sili-

con wafers coated with a silicon oxide (SiO2) layer of thick-

ness tSiO2
¼ 285 nm. On top of the hBN, we transfer a

bilayer graphene flake using a dry transfer method following

the protocol of Ref. 8 (at a temperature of 100 �C to remove

any water absorbed on the surface of the graphene and hBN

flakes). Samples are subsequently annealed in an oven at

400 �C (Ar 2400 sccm, H2 700 sccm) to remove residues

induced by the transfer process. Cr/Au electrodes are fabri-

cated using electron-beam lithography. We annealed the

samples again (same flow rate as the first annealing step) to

remove fabrication residues. Trying to clean the graphene,

we performed multiple annealing steps at temperatures from

300 �C to a maximum of 440 �C.

After the final annealing step, the samples were often

still contaminated. The tapping mode AFM (TM AFM)

image of sample A (Fig. 1) shows lots of deposited material

outside the marked window. The roughness in this area is

�1 nm. Before lithography, all samples were almost atomi-

cally flat with a roughness of at most 0.2 nm (limited by the

resolution of the AFM).

We characterize the electronic quality of the samples via

the residual doping and field effect mobility. Fig. 2 (lower

trace) shows the conductivity of sample B as a function of

the backgate voltage at room temperature (RT) in vacuum.

From this and similar traces for the other devices, we

extracted the charge neutrality point (Vnp) and mobility (l)

of the samples. Depending on the device, we were able to do

2, 3, or 4 terminal measurements. In the two and three termi-

nal measurements, contact resistances make the mobility

appear lower. To calculate the conductivity from the meas-

ured conductance, we need the aspect ratio of the devices.

As some devices were not rectangular, the aspect ratio was

hard to determine and we used an underestimated value in

FIG. 1. (Color online) Tapping mode image of sample A after annealing at

440 �C and contact mode scanning (both with a Veeco Nanoscope IIIa

AFM). Only the part within the marked window was scanned with the CM

AFM. We chose to show this device because it was much more contami-

nated than other devices before scanning, so that the effect of the CM AFM

scan is easily visible. Wrinkles and some tears on the upper right side of the

graphene are induced by the tip but were not observed in other devices. On

the left and right of the bounding box, walls of deposited residue are visible.

The contacts of the device are not visible in this image.
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our calculations. Those two factors make the measured mo-

bility a lower bound of the actual mobility. The results for

all samples are summarized in Table I. The electronic meas-

urements indicate that most of the devices were highly doped

and had a relatively low mobility. Most likely residues on

top of the graphene as seen in the AFM images induce dop-

ing and provide scattering centers that degrade the electronic

quality.9

To remove the residues, we scanned the samples in con-

tact mode AFM with a constant force (Veeco OTR8-35 tip

with a stiffness of 0.15 N/m). Hereby, the tip is held in con-

tact with the sample surface. We engaged the tip with the

lowest force possible. When the tip made contact, we con-

firmed a reasonable set-point force with the help of a force

distance measurement, discussed further below. Then we

started scanning the sample with a rate of 0.5–1 Hz. For most

samples, we scanned the same area several times but without

further visible effect.

Tapping mode images taken after scanning in CM AFM

show that we cleaned the graphene (Fig. 1 inside marked

window). The roughness is at most 0.2 nm, similar to the val-

ues measured before processing the devices. Further evi-

dence that we removed residues from the graphene are the

banks of deposits that are visible in Fig. 1, exactly at the

boundaries of the area that was scanned in contact mode.

After CM and TM AFM imaging, we again recorded

backgate traces at room temperature in vacuum (upper curve

in Fig. 2). Not only the mobility increased twofold but also

doping was reduced. For other samples, we observed similar

behavior (see Table I).

An attractive feature of mechanical cleaning is that it

can be naturally followed by further sample processing. We

fabricated sample A into a double gated bilayer device.10,11

With the same dry transfer method as mentioned before, we

stamped an hBN flake on sample A that will act as a topgate

dielectric. We defined a topgate electrode across the flake

and two voltage probes by e-beam lithography (lower left

inset Fig. 3). Resistance as a function of the topgate and

backgate voltages is plotted in Fig. 3. The resistance peaks

that run horizontally are caused by the regions next to the

topgated region. The diagonal ridge shows the typical

increase of resistance due to opening of a gap with increasing

perpendicular electric field.10 From the upper right inset, we

extract a (hole) mobility l of �36 000 cm2/Vs at carrier den-

sity n �5� 1010 cm�2 (corrected for the change in slope

due to the neutrality point around 17 V). This value is among

the highest found in the literature for bilayer graphene devi-

ces, including suspended devices.8,12,13

We now turn to the mechanism by which CM AFM

removes residues from the sample surface. Presumably, the

TABLE I. Results summary for four different samples (measurements in vacuum).

Sample Anneal T (�C) No. of passes Scan force (nN) Measurement Vnp before (V) Vnp after (V) l before (cm2/Vs) l after (cm2/Vs)

A 440 6 2.3 2-prb, RT 4 �7 3:4� 103 8:9� 103

A 440 6 2.3 4-prb, 50mK n.a. �3 n.a. 3:6� 104

B 360 1 �2.9 3-prb, RT >20 0 1:7� 103 2:8� 103

C 360 2 �4.6 3-prb, RT >20 1 2:6� 102 9:2� 102

D 360 5 �22 4-prb, RT 17 �1 2:7� 103 6:7� 103

FIG. 3. (Color online) Measurements on a double gated bilayer graphene

transistor fabricated out of sample A. The 4-probe resistance at T¼ 50 mK

is plotted as a function of backgate and topgate voltage (Vbg and Vtg, respec-

tively). From the slope of the diagonal line, we calculated the relative dielec-

tric constant of the hBN to be 3.0 assuming a parallel plate capacitor model

and �r;SiO2
¼ 3:9. The thickness of the bottom hBN flake was 14 nm and the

top hBN flake 50 nm, values extracted from AFM images. Lowerleft inset:

schematic of the device. Blue colored regions are hBN, green is bilayer gra-

phene, and yellow are the contacts and gate. Upper right inset: resistance as

a function of Vbg at Vtg ¼ �0:5 V. The dip at Vbg � 17 V is caused by the

uncovered graphene part.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Backgate traces of sample B at room temperature

in vacuum (Ibias ¼ 100 nA). The lower curve is before CM AFM imaging

and the upper curve after. Using the geometric capacitance, we convert the

backgate axis into carrier density. Then we extract the field effect mobility

by fitting a straight line to the steepest part of the backgate trace:

l ¼ ð tSiO2

�0�r;SiO2

þ thBN

�0�r;hBN
Þ dr

dV, where �r;SiO2
¼ 3:9 and �r;hBN ¼ 3:0, as calculated

from Fig. 3. We extracted the thickness thBN from TM AFM images of the

devices.
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tip is plowing through a layer of physisorbed contaminants

and thereby “brooms” the graphene clean, which means the

interaction of the tip with the surface is larger than the inter-

action of the contaminants with the surface. We believe that

removing residues is the main explanation for the improve-

ment of the electronic quality of the graphene. In principle,

the CM AFM might also flatten the graphene, reducing rip-

ples, and thereby enhancing mobility. However, we observe

no difference in the flatness of graphene before fabrication

(presumably equal to the state after lithography) and after

mechanical cleaning. Flattening of the graphene should thus

play little or no role. The hBN substrate does appear to play

a role in improving electronic quality. Jalilian et al.14

deployed the mechanical cleaning on single layer graphene

samples on a SiO2 substrate. They also observed an improve-

ment in surface morphology, but electronic quality did not

improve. We observed the same behavior in a single layer

graphene on SiO2 sample. Further research needs to be done

to explain the role of the substrate.

To gain more insight in the interplay of the surface and

the CM AFM tip, we took force-distance curves (Fig. 4) in

the area we scanned in contact mode. From these curves, we

can extract the force we were exerting on the sample during

scanning, which ranged from �22 nN to þ2.3 nN depending

on the device. A positive force denotes the tip was pushing

and a negative force denotes the tip was pulling on the sur-

face. In pulling configuration, the tip is held in contact by the

Van der Waal’s interaction and adhesive forces due to water.

The broad range of scanning forces that gave good results

illustrates the robustness of the mechanical cleaning method.

In summary, scanning bilayer graphene on hBN in CM

AFM removes contaminants from the surface, reduces resid-

ual doping, and significantly improves electronic mobility. A

double gated bilayer graphene transistor, which was mechan-

ically cleaned in the fabrication process, showed mobilities

up to 36 000 cm2/Vs at 50 mK and opening of a bandgap.

This illustrates the effectiveness and versatility of CM AFM

for obtaining high-quality graphene devices. Possibly, AFM

and scanning tunneling microscope (STM) setups in vacuum

could benefit even more from mechanical cleaning as it can

be applied in situ, avoiding subsequent contamination by

molecules absorbed from the air.4,15
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Force-distance curve of sample D, measured by hold-

ing the tip of the AFM in a fixed lateral position and approaching and

retracting the tip in the vertical direction. While making these vertical move-

ments, the deflection of the tip is recorded. Assuming that when the tip is in

contact with the surface, the tip deflects the same distance as the piezo

moves, we can calibrate the deflection scale. With the spring constant of the

tip, we convert that deflection to a force. The horizontal axis has an arbitrary

offset. The blue region indicates the range of forces that we used for clean-

ing the samples. Sample D was scanned at a force of �22 nN as indicated by

the arrow. The illustrations picture the pulling and pushing regime.
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